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Young: Ghosts and Flesh, Vinegar and Wine: Ten Recent Novels

BOOKS and COMMENT
Vernon Young

GHOSTS AND FLESH,
VINEGAR AND WINE:
TEN RECENT NOVELS
these novels,l chosen for review with no careful premeditation of subject, The Lighted Cities is easily sover.
eign by possession of those ruling attributes of matured
fiction-worldliness, imagination critically conditioned, a feeling
for life convergent with a feeling for written language. Specifically, the direct way of asserting Ernest Frost's quality is to postulate
Graham Greene, shorn of clerical masochism, rising to the full
limits of his promise. Writing with verve and lyric nervousness
of a cauldron of unholy loves in present-day London, Frost
sounds the extreme notes that all of us can read in the living scale
but can rarely harmonize: the notes of tenderness, of revulsion,
of de~pair, of cold clarity, of hope and bewilderment. Frost is on
the side of life but he is hard at the core; as a result, his insights
and characterizations emanate an oblique beauty of expression
which is best appreciated by generous quotation of his theme
and variations:

A
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WeB, it's curious, seel A sort of deranged reasonableness about people
living in cities which are lighted up for the peace, but it isn't really
peace, and everyone's still at war within themselves.
. . . the sad lights of the squat houses, like a village, reminded him of
aU lost, Hat landscapes where people are taciturn and secretly suicidal.
1 See

bibliography. p. 330.
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His hands ran over her body. It was as though htwere trying to find
the handle of a door to pull open and let in an immensity of light.
His voice was consoling, pansy, and unctious with the smooth passage
of life lived out in centrally heated Hats off Finchley Road. He said
he was at the B.B.C. His smile jogged the pheasant-meat of his J\quaVelva'd face.... She was transported. The whisky was hands to stroke
her nylon soul.

. . . . . . .

I will go on repeating this sonnet until I reach my room. I will make
some cocoa and play the slow movement of Bartok's fifth quartet: the
walk through the wet spri~g woods, the nightingale nailed to a tree in
the rain. I will write to ArPiur Godwin in the spaces between sorrow
,and sorrow. I will arrange some form of living to defeat this sin. of
'despair.
[apropos a Schumann sonata] Not the man in the street, but the man
with a heart. That's what is wanted.

. . .

....

The glad day came up like a madrigal from the darkness. Rainham
heard it fluting beyond the slowly shifting veil of the curtain.... a
clatter, a scandal of birds...;..the darkness shoved into comers of the
square and there, islanded, stepping up from greyness, the fantastic
wood, orchestrated by morning; . . .
.
I

Wyndham Lewis also writes of what Frost calls "the sad geometry of the [London] squares" but for Rotting Hill, a symbol
of the whole, Lewis finds no passion, no music, no deeper touch
for the tragic importunities of human n~ed. This is a diatribe
against the shabby features of English Socialism resumed in a
collection of grumbling essays masquerading, without success, as
fiction. Lewis is too drily angry to move his plaint into the realm
of imagination and drama. Consequently, his book has a subject
with no predicate, the subject being the. predictable conquest of
a particular society by its own machinery: "the same crass agency
that eats up all ... of our time, in wars, in queues, in rot, in all
the subsidiaries of the central inhumanity of man." Monologues
and dialogues in asperity, these chapters recount, without ceremonyand without self-pity, the undeniable drift of a great coun-
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try into at least the economic and civic aspects of Orwell's 1984.
V. S. Pritchett likewise chronicles the Nonconformist prove-

nance of Britain's crisis but in a spirit of comedy that yet leaves
one more often wincing than laughing. He should appeal to all
those Americans who for some strange reason find the sado.
masochism of Henry Green appealing. Pritchett is a better writer
than Green-he is neither so precious nor so vulgar-but he is as
unrelenting in his acute reproduction of parochial mores. Mr.
Beluncle, a pious and energetic fraud, is one of the most gorgeous
fools since Mr. Micawber. This history of himself and his skeptical family, whom he drags in his fortune-hunting wake, is alternately comic and sordid, set down in prose that perseveres in that
rich, wry union of lucidity and eccentricity which is the peculiar,
humane achievement of the traditional British novelist. Some of
Pritchett's more golden, if ignoble, flights of caricature are
worthy of demonstration:

- ,

..

i
\

Mrs. Vogg had peaceful blue eyes and small disappointed youthful
lips. Out of the stale heap of clothes and flesh a precocious child was
looking. When her eyes glanced at her ann or her knees, or when the
anns or some part of her body moved, the impression was of a pair of
animals in the same untidy basket looking strangely and mutely at
each other.
. . . his straying. sandpapering voice had the weakness of one who had
started to hang himself the night before and then had not the will to
go on.
..It was a beautiful service," said the humble Miss More, who had had

her hair cropped after the 1914 war, so that the oppression of being
a woman should not come between herself and God.

What the humble Elizabeth Sewell has interPOsed between
herself and God (and the reader) is a disastrous susceptibility to
Kafka read in a teashop. 'Vith the best of intentions, I cannot
speak kindly of her narrative, quite the most tepidly girlish example of the 'Voman-in-quest-of-her-Self sequence that extends

il
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between Dorothy Richardson and Anais Nin. Brought up in India, Miss Sewell should have benefited from that somewhat unconventional coloring the Colonials usually acquire, (d. Roy
Campbell, Patrick White, Aubrey Menen, et. al.) , but an invincibly tidy Englishness prevents her from breaking the Chiselhurst
~tance, so that in the degree to which she essays allegory, symbol
and Space-Time dissolution, she advertises her certain identity as
a kind of Wendy undecided whethe~ she should grow up to be
:Mrs. Miniver or Djuna Barnes. Her London is out of this world
(and into the fire). Never was soul-searching during th~ Blitz
conducted in such bodiless company; never were images of myth
and psychoanalysis used with so cozy an intent to evade everything about one's self except one's own inviolate and infantile
whimsy.
As with Miss Sewell. the reader of Jean Stafford is "absorbed,"
as one of the characters in The Catherine Wheel puts it, "into a
mauve and female hour," yet. impalpable as this novel is in its
own way. it is more concretely furnished than Miss Sewell's
opaque structure of fantasy. This is a very strange book indeed,
concerned with a mutual crisis in the lives of a boy and a fading
woman during an ambiguous summer in h-faine. Jean Stafford's
subject is always. without exception, that of Loss, which she expresses in an extraordinarily leisured, measured (and sometimes
clotted) prose that, for me, always misses the passionate center.
She writes a profusion of pages in the English tradition of country-house literature, with the knowledge of an interior decorator
and the memory of an elephant. Between this amply invested
scene and her key symbol (here, as in The Afountain Lion, it is
the title, equally overloaded) , she spins a nebulous web of devitalized frustration that forever terminates in a compulsive destruction of the female. Perhaps some melancholy of mine own.
compounded of many simples, misses the value by begging the
question of her fiction. Her latest novel leaves me with the im-
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pression that she is a writer of exceptionally subtle craft struggling, none too fiercely. to break through a stained-glass window
of the mind.
Not so ~lary McCarthy, whose windows are crystalline and
firmly leaded. Or if a spun web is still the better figure. I would
warrant that if, assuming ~1. M. ever engaged in the other preliminary allurements of the species, she would, if overturned. disclose a red hour-glass on her stomach. Her spiteful comedy is in
an honored line of descent from Congreve to. say, Howard.Nemorov. but as classic parody it is radically impure because. unable to
sustain the disinterested, ballet-form of interpretation. she diverts its effects into a form of sermonizing that is no less morbid
for being mordant; it savors of the theological paradox. fleshhating and contemptuous beyond necessity. Everybody by now
knows the story of The Groves of Academe and has prodigally
quoted from its derisive crucifixion of avant-garde liberal education. It is as clever and as mirthless as the stories in Cast a Cold
Eye, although nothing could be as ashen as "The Cicerone" or as
Romanist-didactic as "the Friend of the Family." When one has
applauded her comic fluency, her even-toned cerebral prose and
her merciless flair for the generic (the first gift of the satirist) •
one is left with the suspicion that Miss McCarthy, despite her
bitingly adult style, is an immature literary personality: a sick
puritan like Swift who, finding the grown-up and mundane
world unlike the heart's desire of pious childhood. reaches beyond the legitimate targets of the intelligence to enumerate all
the frailities of flesh that have pained the expectation. She writes
like a Penitente with a backbone of wit. Mind and eye have replaced body and soul; she is as deeply unlovable as she is. if you
are in the right mood, highly readable.
.
Susan Yorke redeems her sex. and literature, from the absolutism of Mary :McCarthy. Her strong wine is sealed against contagion; it remains strong wine, not vinegar. It is ungraciously
natural for the critical reader to suppose that after writing that
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vinuoso novel, The Widow, Miss Yorke would be unable to repeat, with her second, the controlled pitc~ and the deadly translucence of her first. She has not in fact been able to do so but this
.
is no cause for ingratitude since she has, herself, provided us with
the standard whereby to judge her, and we should noi, therefore,
bite the hand that cools us. Naked to Mine Enemies is, like The
Widow, an icy-I do not mean frigid-:-development of the lovedeath motif, again with a South Ame:rnGan colony as its setting.
Written with an equally blinding measure of intelligence and
grace, it is inferior to The Widow because, in a sense, it tries
more, and ruptures at the plot level, which is inadequate to suppon its brilliant psychological edifice. Like Alberto Moravia's
The Conformist in relation to his Conjugal Love, this novefis
involved in a more complex social relationship than The Widow.
~y thus increasing its scope it loses the absolute purity of drive
and design that distinguished the earlier work. Also, like Moravia's anticlimaxes, Susan Yorke's errors-in this case a central,
manufactured coincidence and a spurious characterization in the
final pages-are not fatal. They cannot dim the clarity of her perceptions, sexual or social.
Sharing the tempered irony of KatherIne Anne Porter and the
aristocratic confidence of Elizabeth Bowen or I. Compton-Bur.nett, Susan Yorke has, in addition, a method Uiat exacts an even ,
greater refinement from the art of clinical tidion: her literary
substance evolves from a succession of symbols that contains anc\
illuminates every flawless sentence. Even with an imperfect novel
. "such as this, she is an orchid among shrubs; she leaves most of the
male novelists of our day naked to their enemies.
Which brings me to the three American males in this interlude.·The best that can be said for William diyen has been said,
with.a different object of reference, by Paul Valery. "A poetic
idea is one that, put into prose, still calls for verse." Screams,
rather than calls, would be the more appropriate verb in Goyen's
case. Like Thomas Wolfe, he overtops his material with rhetoric
(

3"
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in excess of the fact. to give the fact an importance he fears it
might not have unadorned, at least to those of us who cannot
share his sympathy for the mindless poor wights of his bucolic
landscape. I have no reservations concerning the single story.
"Ghost, Flesh. Water and Dirt"; it is as indigenous as Fats Waller. penned in an accurately overheard lyrical idiom. Elsewhere,
his inspiration. or incantation rather. arising from balladry, folktale and. I suppose. the actual lives of the weird inhuman denizens of the Texas back-eountry. rests insecurely between Eudora
\Velty and William Faulkner. For my part I am satisfied with
Miss Welty and resigned to Mr. Faulkner. Goyen's prefatory aim
-"to find a symbol to love. a symbol of love through which we
might touch the permanent first things" seems to me to be overwhelmingly pretentious (to say nothing of its being vicarious)
in view of the goblins with whom he disports in the stories. One
can really read him only by a suspension of the intelligence. a
negation that would doubtless flatter him since he is explicit in
his resolution to dissolve the mind into what he sees as the swamp
of innocence and. like Peter Pan (and Saroyan and Capote),
never to grow up. He expels a great deal of verbiage intended to
sound prophetic and nocturnal and too damned sensitive for
words. On analysis it shows up as merely geotropic and regressive.
sexually eva~ive. and necrophilic. not necromantic: for ins~ce.
his unfortunate participial claim of "moving among the eternal
gestures of men. in the great. permanent ooze...." Is it not precisely the great permanent ooze from which men emerge to make
their eternal gestures?
Even Gore Vidal, moving somewhere between the ooze and the
deep blue sea. might concede as much. being as he is the most obnoxious salesman of his own gestures among the writers of fiction
today. The Judgment of Paris is a tedious and shameless romp in
Sodom (ostensibly a year's adventure in European intrigue).
and the unmitigated gall with which Vidal pretends classical-

/
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myth parallels is but" a minor feature of his generalpseudonymollS character as a writer. The novel is clumsily written, reeks
with autobiographical impudence, and is stuffed with shallow
obiter dicta. There is, this book reminds one, an alarming schism
in American male writing today-The Butterflies and The
Muscle-Men: on one side Capote, Donphy, Vidal, Buechner,
Goyen; on the other Arthur Miller, Algren, Mailer, JarnesJones.
In this comer preciosity, reverie, narcissism, the private dream,
the sexless symbol; in the other the male strut, bumptious jou~nalism, the loud thesis and a scorn for style-and too few Robert
Ardreys, Van Tilburg Clarks or Penn Warrens in the middle. In
any case there is a dearth of consciousness maturely committed
to universal values.
Edward Newhouse is in neither of the camps designated above;
he inhabits iJ.1stead an effete neutrality of approach that leaves
his material right where he finds it: in the limbo of denatured
"social observation" which is the pusillanimous stock-in-trade of
the more moribund New Y().Tker fictionists., I have no priggish
disapproval of the New Yorker; I cannot conceive. of OUf society
without that wonderful leaven of urbanity and smart, smart fun.
But Newhouse represents the consolidation of its worst features:
a boneless photography of the middle-class everyday that exploits
the "implication" with no guarantee that it has any deep conception of what is implied. Story after story in this collection-of
G.I.s, suburban housewives, repressed business men, vapid intellectuals-h~ts at a point never sharpened, a feeling never·
aroused, a comprehension never developed. The excessive praise
of Newhouse quoted on the jacket from writers as widely different as George Orwell and Oliver La Farge leaves me stunned
with resentful disbelief-at least by recourse to this volume.
If any lesson for the art ofAiction is to be glimpsed from this
handful, it is that the prose imagination may pursue any world
of feeling whatever from any coherent departure in style. But
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unless it is governed by a clear, warm intelligence that can feel
with a heightened sense the margin between imagination and delusion, and unless it is certain of its own emotional commitment,
so that conviction can safely proceed from below the neck, it will
dangle helplessly on the brink of the inane.
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